
WELLNESS WITH

INTENTION

Wellness with Courtney's intentional goal-setting workbook is here to

help guide you in creating gentle, meaningful health resolutions for

the year ahead.
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Here you will work on shifting your

mindset in order to set intentional goals

for the year ahead. Finding your 'WHY' or

your reason you want to make a change.

Find Your WHY

Next, you will set SMART goals with

intention and a Wellness with Courtney

twist!

Wellness with Intention
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Set SMART Goals



Find Your 'WHY'

Visualize the life you want to create for yourself this year. What

does it look and feel like?

Shift your mindset and fine-tune your intentions before setting

goals around your wellness. Take a moment to quiet your mind.
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What end result are you working towards? Be specific here.

Why do you want this specific vision? Why do you want to make a 

 change?



Set a SMART Goal
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In this section, you will define a resolution for the new year

using the acronym S.M.A.R.T to define a goal that is

aligned with your 'WHY'.

S - Sustainable - Choose something you can do long-term

M - Meaningful - Ensure this is meaningful and fits your 'WHY'

A - Aligned - Set a goal thats fits your lifestyle and future vision

R - Realistic - Set yourself up for success with a goal you can reach

T - Targeted - Define your goal. Get specific.



Wellness with Intention

Now that you have discovered WHY you want to make a change and set your

goal for the new year, all that is left to do is follow through.

The follow-through can be tricky when life kicks into high gear though. 

Set yourself up for success by committing to 30 days of your new goal.

This will help solidify your new healthy habits.

Share about your new mindset and goals with your community - and join

the Wellness with Courtney email list for more support!
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Looking for more support in transforming your mindset and health?

Join me in a 30-day challenge to create healthy habits!

You will get community support, accountability to help you stick to your

habits, 4 (optional) online workshops throughout the month, and a

discount code for the supplement line I recommend.

Sign up below or contact me with questions at wellnesswithcourtney.com

or DM me on IG @wellnesswithcourtney.
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JOIN THE CHALLENGE

30 Day Transformation Challenge

https://www.wellnesswithcourtney.com/contact
https://www.instagram.com/wellnesswithcourtney/
https://forms.gle/1UpnMCUFt9PLcnJH6

